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24 Stops is a sequence of 24 short films, one for each hour of the day. The films combine percussive gestures and 
spoken word to reflect the character of a given hour. 
 
Each film begins by synchronising the sound and image of an everyday object being used as a percussive 
instrument. This percussive gesture is then undone: the image remains but the sound is replaced with spoken 
words. 
 
The film’s spoken narratives deftly and sparingly describe introspective or intimate moments, but also hold out as 
aloof or formal components—their deliberate delivery ensuring that they remain one part of the films’ wider 
systems. Indeed, 24 Stops also exists as a sound piece, and as a performance. 
 
Tellingly too, Tripp’s research and practice touches on wide selection of inter-related themes and approaches, 
including writing fiction, character studies, independent publishing, editing, the narrative arts, the moving image, 
performance, curation, relational psychoanalysis, reflective practice, pedagogical theory, and practice-led 
research methods.  
 
Dr Sarah Tripp is a lecturer at The Glasgow School of Art. She is regularly invited as a guest lecturer, most 
recently working with postgraduate students at Goldsmiths, University of the Arts (London); Edinburgh College 
of Art; Piet Zwart Institute (Rotterdam); Sandberg Institute, Gerrit Rietveld Academie (Amsterdam); Werkplaats 
Typografie (Arnhem); Ruskin School of Art (Oxford) and Sheffield Hallam University. 
 
Tripp completed a BA in Fine Art at The Glasgow School of Art in 1994 and an MA in Fine Art at Chelsea College 
of Art in 1996, before returning to Glasgow to practice as an artist, writer and curator and join the committee of 
the Transmission Gallery. In 2016 she completed her practice-led PhD at Edinburgh University in writing 
character studies using cyclical, reflective methodologies. 
 
24 Stops 
16mm transferred to HD video, 36 mins 
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